Mobility pool car sharing
The efficient offer for companies with their own fleet

Mobility equips your company cars with the tried-and-tested Mobility car sharing technology. This cuts administration and coordination costs and enables you to make much more efficient use of your vehicle
capacity. You can cut your vehicle fleet by up to 30 %!

How pool car sharing works

Mobility fits your vehicles with an on-board
computer.
Mobility sets up the reservation system and
access solution.

By app, internet or phone.

Open vehicles using the Mobility Card

Convenient, inexpensive car use

Detailed trip listings can be made at any time

Select a suitable offer
Mobility pool car sharing can be applied to any fleet structure
and all types of vehicle. You can choose between the service
levels Carsharing, Carcare and Helpcare:
Carsharing

Carcare

Helpcare

Booking and administration
(internet, app, 24h Service Center,
on-board computer)

x

x

x

Controlling and trip data reporting

x

x

x

Open vehicles with Mobility
Card or employee ID card

x

x

x

Monthly cleaning

x

x

Monthly vehicle check

x

x

Service coordination and
invoice check

x

x

Breakdown assistance

x

x

24h assistance in the event of
accident or damage

x

Claims management incl.
reporting

x

TCO and trip listing

x

Costs per month/vehicle
(not incl. VAT)

CHF 99

CHF 299

CHF 349
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Mobility pool car sharing
Make the most of unbeatable benefits

Save 30% of vehicles

Efficient
–– Save on company cars while maintaining the same level
of staff mobility

Mobility pool car sharing makes much more efficient and
intelligent use of your vehicle capacity. It enables you to cut
your vehicle fleet by up to 30 %:

Cost-saving
–– Reduced vehicle, administration and coordination costs

Without Mobility pool car sharing

Efficient
–– Your fleet is fully available to employees.
–– Fleet use can be analysed and optimised in the long term.
Ecological
–– Easier to meet sustainability objectives
(e.g. CO2 reduction).
With Mobility pool car sharing

Find out now
Register
www.mobility.ch/poolcar_en
24h Service Center 0848 824 812

Receive Mobility Cards free of charge

Benefit from access to more than 3’000 vehicles

Mobility issues free, personal Mobility Cards to your staff.
These are used as electronic keys for your pool car vehicles –
dispensing entirely with any need for key handovers!

Take the opportunity to combine your company vehicles with
more than 3’000 Mobility cars at about 1’500 hire stations
all over S
 witzerland.

Personal registration also enables detailed individual reporting.

Mobility Cooperative
24h Service Center 0848 824 812
E-mail: business@mobility.ch
www.mobility.ch/poolcar_en

